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Abstract
Recently shadows of unimodular lattices have been dened to derive upper bounds on the
minimum norm of Type I lattices. In this paper we study shadows of lattices mostly to construct
unimodular lattices in higher dimensions. We introduce shadow-optimal lattices which are a class
of optimal Type I lattices by investigating theta series of optimal Type I lattices. These lattices
are used to construct unimodular lattices by the above construction. An analogy between self-dual
codes over the ring Z2k of integers and unimodular lattices is found. We also study shadow codes
for Type I codes over Z2k by considering shadow lattices. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Shadow codes for binary self-dual codes were introduced by Conway and Sloane
[8] as a tool to derive upper bounds on the minimum distance of such codes. They
were used by Brualdi and Pless in [7] to construct self-dual codes of larger length.
Shadow codes for Z4-codes are introduced in the companion paper [13]. Shadows of
unimodular lattices appeared in [9] and also [10, p. 440] to derive upper bounds on the
minimum norm of Type I lattices. In this paper we study shadows of Type I lattices
mostly to construct higher dimensional unimodular lattices.
The material is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give necessary denitions and
known facts about unimodular lattices and their shadows used throughout this paper.
Section 3 explicits the orthogonality relations between the four cosets of the even norm
sublattice L0 of a Type I lattice L into the dual lattice L0 . The orthogonality relations
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are used to establish the extensions using shadows, which are the analogs of the
extensions of binary self-dual codes given in Brualdi and Pless [7]. In Section 4,
we consider shadow-optimal lattices which are a class of optimal Type I lattices. We
investigate the possible theta series of shadow-optimal lattices and unimodular lattices
obtained from shadow-optimal lattices by the extensions given in Section 3. In Section 5,
we study shadow codes over Z2k by considering shadow lattices. In Section 6, we
consider shadow-optimal codes over Z4 which are a class of Type I codes and show
that shadow-optimal codes over Z4 are closely related to shadow-optimal lattices.
2. Unimodular lattices and shadows
Let Rn be n-dimensional Euclidean space with the inner product x y=x1y1+x2y2+
   + xnyn for x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) and (y1; y2; : : : ; yn). An n-dimensional lattice L in
Rn is a free Z-module spanned by n linearly independent vectors v1; : : : ; vn. An n n
matrix whose rows are the vectors v1; : : : ; vn is called a generator matrix G of L. The
fundamental volume of L is denoted by jLj: Two lattices L and L0 are isomorphic if
there is an orthogonal matrix M with L0 = LM = fxM j x2Lg.
The dual lattice L is given by L = fx2Rn j x  a2Z for all a2Lg. A lattice L is
integral if LL. An integral lattice with L= L is called unimodular. The minimum
norm of L is the smallest norm among all nonzero vectors of . The theta series L(q)
of a lattice L is
L(q) =
X
x2L
qxx;
where q= eiz.
A unimodular lattice is Type II if the norms of its elements are even and Type I
otherwise. An n-dimensional Type II lattice exists if and only if n  0 (mod 8), and the
minimum norm  of an n-dimensional Type II lattice is bounded by 62([n=24] + 1)
(see [10]). An n-dimensional Type II lattice with =2([n=24]+1) is called extremal.
Let L be a Type I lattice and let L0 denote its subset of even norms vectors. The
set L0 is a sublattice of L of index 2 in L [9]. Let L2 be that unique nontrivial coset
of L0 into L. Then L0 can be written as a union of cosets of L0: L

0 =L0[L2[L1[L3.
The shadow of L is dened to be S:=L1 [ L3:
Theorem 1 (Conway and Sloane [9]). Let L be a Type I lattice. If
L =
bn=8cX
j=0
aj3(q)n−8j8(q) j;
then
S =
bn=8cX
j=0
(−1) j
16 j
aj2(q)n−8j4(q2)8j;
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where
8(q) = q
1Y
m=1
(1− q2m−1)8(1− q4m)8
and 2{4 are the Jacobi theta series. The norms of vectors of S are congruent to
n=4 (mod 2).
By the above theorem, Conway and Sloane derived upper bounds on minimum norms
of Type I lattices. A Type I lattice is said to be optimal if the lattice has the highest
minimum norm among all Type I lattices in that dimension. We refer the reader to
[10] for any undened terms.
3. Orthogonality relations and extensions
3.1. Orthogonality relations
We investigate orthogonality relations among the Li’s. These relations are used for
constructions of unimodular lattices. We rst determine the glue group of L0.
Lemma 1. The glue group of L0 is isomorphic to the Klein 4-group if n is even and
to the cyclic 4-group if n is odd.
Proof. Let x2 S and consider the element 2x. Since S is a coset of L, 2x2L. By
Theorem 1, the norm of 2x is congruent to n (mod 8). Hence if n is odd then 2x2L2,
and if n is even then 2x2L0.
Lemma 2. Suppose that L is a Type I lattice in dimension n  2 (mod 4). Then
Table 1 holds where the symbol ? in position (i; j) means that x  y2Z for any
vector x2Li and any vector y2Lj; and the symbol =? means that x  y2 12 + Z for
any vector x2Li and any vector y2Lj. Similarly Table 2 holds for a Type I lattice
L in dimension n  0 (mod 4).
Proof. Since L?0 = L0 [ L1 [ L2 [ L3, we get the rst row and the rst column in both
Tables 1 and 2. Since L2L, we have L2?L2. The remaining cases are similar, and
we give details only for (i; j) = (1; 1) and (1; 2).
Let x and y be distinct elements of L1. Note that x+y2L0 by Lemma 1. By Theorem 1,
N (x); N (y)2 2Z+ n=4, where N (x) denotes the norm of x. By the following equation:
N (x + y) = N (x) + N (y) + 2(x  y); (1)
we have n=2 + 2(x  y)2 2Z. Therefore, it turns out that L1 =?L1 if n  2 (mod 4) and
L1?L1 if n  0 (mod 4). Now, we show that L1 =?L2. Let x and y be elements of L1
and L2, respectively. Similarly to the above, it follows from Theorem 1 and (1) that
2(x  y)2 2Z+ 1 for both n  2 and 0 (mod 4). Hence L1 =?L2.
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Table 1
Orthogonality relations for n  2 (mod 4) (the Klein case)
L0 L1 L2 L3
L0 ? ? ? ?
L1 ? =? =? ?
L2 ? =? ? =?
L3 ? ? =? =?
Table 2
Orthogonality relations for n  0 (mod 4) (the Klein case)
L0 L1 L2 L3
L0 ? ? ? ?
L1 ? ? =? =?
L2 ? =? ? =?
L3 ? =? =? ?
Table 3
Orthogonality relations (the cyclic case)
L0 L1 L2 L3
L0 0 0 0 0
L1 0 2− a 2 −a
L2 0 2 0 2
L3 0 −a 2 2− a
Lemma 3. Let a=1. Suppose that L is a Type I lattice in dimension n  a (mod 4).
Then Table 3 holds where 4(x  y)2 4Z +  and  is the value in position (i; j) for
any vector x2Li and any vector y2Lj.
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2.
Remark. Analogous relations to self-dual codes over F2 and Z4 were determined in
[7{13], respectively (Table 3).
3.2. Modular forms with character
Dene Si = L0 Li for i=1 and 3. If n is even then the Si are unimodular and if n
is odd they are dual to each other. Recall that the theta series of Type II lattices are
modular forms for the full modular group with generators
P : z 7! −1=z
U : z 7! z + 1
with weight n=2 and character (nebentypus)  trivial on U and such that (P) = i
[10, p. 192].
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Theorem 2. The function (L1 − L3 )(z) is a modular form of weight n=2 for the full
modular group with character  dened on P;U by  (U ) =−1 and  (P) =−1.
Proof. The relation  (P) = −1 follows by the Poisson Jacobi identity applied to S1
and S3. The relation  (U ) =−1 follows from the second assertion of Theorem 1.
3.3. Extensions
In this subsection, we give constructions of unimodular lattices using shadows.
For future use we recast a lemma of [3] in term of Jacobian theta series.
Proposition 1. Let C be a Z4-code of length n with symmetrized weight enumerator
sweC(a; b; c) and A(C) the theta series of the lattice obtained from C by Construction
A4. Then
A(C) =
1
2n
sweC(3 + 4; 2; 3 − 4):
Proof. The rst and third arguments come from identities [10, (23) p. 104]. The second
comes from the fact that for all integer l we have
(2l+ 1) + 12 =−(−2(l+ 1) + 12):
For convenience we let ;  and  denote, respectively, 3 + 4; 2 and 3 − 4.
The following extensions using shadows are the analogs of the extensions of binary
self-dual codes given in Brualdi and Pless [7].
Theorem 3. Let L be a Type I lattice in dimension n. Let m be an element of
f1; 2; 3; 4g such that n+m  0 (mod 4). Let Im be the integral lattice Zm and let Imj
denote the usual cosets of the dual lattice of Im0 ; that is; I
m= Im0 [ Im2 and S= Im1 [ Im3 .
Then the following set:
L= (Im0  L0) [ (Im1  L1) [ (Im2  L2) [ (Im3  L3);
is a unimodular lattice. If n+ m  0 (mod 8) then L is a Type II lattice. Moreover;
the theta series of L is given as follows:
(2 + 2)L0 + 2L2 + 2
2(L1 + L3 ) if n  2 (mod 4);
(4 + 622 + 4)L0 + (4
3+ 43)L2 + 8
4(L1 + L3 ) if n  0 (mod 4);
L0 + L2 + 2(L1 + L3 ) if n  3 (mod 4);
(3 + 32)L0 + (3
2+ 3)L2 + 4
3(L1 + L3 ) if n  1 (mod 4):
Proof. The cases m= 1; 2; 3; 4 are similar, we give the detail for only the case m= 1.
It is easy to see that L is the lattice in dimension n+ 1 generated (as Z-module) by
(0; L0); ( 12 ; L1); (1; L2); (
3
2 ; L3):
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Integrality follows from Lemma 3. Since j Lj = 1, the lattice is unimodular. If
n  7 (mod 8) then a vector in S has norm  74 (mod 2) by Theorem 1. Thus L is
Type II. A direct calculation determines the theta series.
As examples, we consider lattices in dimensions 23 and 24. By Theorem 3, the Leech
lattice is obtained from the shorter Leech lattice in [10, p. 441], which is the unique
Type I lattice with minimum norm 3 in dimension 23. The odd Leech lattice is the
unique 24-dimensional Type I lattice with minimum norm 3. Since the shadow lattice
of the odd Leech lattice has minimum norm 2, an optimal Type I lattice in dimension
28 is constructed. We present more examples by these extensions in Sections 4 and 6.
4. Shadow-optimal lattices and their extended lattices
In this section, we introduce a class of optimal Type I lattices, which plays an
important role in the study of optimal Type I lattices. We show how they, along with
their shadows, are used to construct optimal unimodular lattices in higher dimensions.
Denition. An optimal Type I lattice L is shadow-optimal if the minimum norm of
the shadow lattice of L is highest among all optimal Type I lattices in that dimension.
Shadow-optimal codes for binary self-dual codes were introduced in [12] as a
remarkable class of binary extremal self-dual codes.
Optimal Type I lattices are well known for dimensions n624 [10] and [11]. Thus
here we consider shadow-optimal lattices in only dimensions n>25.
4.1. Theta series and examples of shadow-optimal lattices
By Theorem 1, the theta series of optimal Type I lattices and their shadows are
obtained. Thus one can easily determine the theta series of shadow-optimal lattices.
We denote the theta series of a shadow-optimal lattice by n(q) and the theta series
of its shadow lattice by Sn(q) in dimension n.
 n= 25:
25 (q) = 1 + (−100 + a3)q2 + (3400 + 2a3)q3 +    ;
S25 (q) = 2a3q
9=4 + (409600− 46a3)q17=4 +    ;
where a3 is a parameter in Theorem 1. Note that 1006a3 since the coecient of
q2 must be non-negative. Thus the highest minimum norm of the shadow is 94 .
All Type I lattices in dimension 25 and optimal Type I lattices in dimension 26
have been classied by Borcherds [6] (see also [10])
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 n= 26:
26 (q) = 1 + 3120q
3 + 102180q4 +    ;
S26 (q) = 624q
10=4 + 838240q18=4 +    :
There is a unique optimal Type I lattice in this dimension. Thus the lattice is
shadow-optimal by denition.
 n= 27:
27 (q) = 1 + 2664q
3 + 101142q4 +    ;
S27 (q) = 1728q
11=4 + 1733184q19=4 +    :
Bacher and Venkov [2] have classied all optimal Type I lattices in dimensions
27 and 28. In dimension 27 there are three such lattices (see also [10]). From the
theta series, two of them are shadow-optimal.
 n= 28:
28 (q) = 1 + 2240q
3 + 98280q4 +    ;
S28 (q) = 4480q
3 + 3580416q5 +    :
There are 38 optimal Type I lattices, 36 of which have theta series 28 (q), making
them shadow-optimal ([2, see also 10]).
 n= 29; 30:
29 (q) = 1 + 1856q
3 + 93786q4 +    ;
S29 (q) = 11136q
13=4 + 7390592q21=4 +    ;
30 (q) = 1 + 1520q
3 + 87900q4 +    ;
S30 (q) = 26880q
14=4 + 15244800q22=4 +    :
For n = 29 and 30, some examples of optimal Type I lattices are given in [11],
however, it is not known if there is an optimal Type I lattice with the above theta
series 30 (q).
 n= 31:
31 (q) = 1 + 1240q
3 + 80910q4 +    ;
S31 (q) = 63488q
15=4 + 31426560q23=4 +    :
We shall show that any Type I code C over Z4 of length 31 constructed
by subtracting from an extremal Type II code of length 32 is an Euclidean-
optimal Type I code whose shadow has minimum Euclidean weight 15 (see
Proposition 4).
A 31-dimensional optimal Type I lattice L can be constructed from C by Construction
A4. By Lemma 4, the minimum norm of the shadow of L is 154 . Therefore, there is a
shadow-optimal lattice in dimension 31.
 n= 32:
32 (q) = 1 + 81344q
4 + 2097152q5 +    ;
S32 (q) = 64q
2 + 144896q4 +    :
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Conway and Sloane [11] showed that there are exactly ve optimal Type I lattices
in dimension 32 and such lattices have theta series 32 (q). Thus any optimal
Type I lattice is shadow-optimal.
 n= 33:
33 (q) = 1 + 880q
3 + 65010q4 +    ;
S33 (q) = 337920q
17=4 + 133343232q25=4 +    :
It is shown in [11] that there are at least 8  1020 optimal Type I lattices in
dimension 33.
 n= 34; 35:
34 (q) = 1 + 60180q
4 + 2075904q5 +    ;
S34 (q) = 204q
10=4 + 758200q18=4 +    ;
35 (q) = 1 + 51030q
4 + 2010624q5 +    ;
S35 (q) = 420q
11=4 + 1704780q19=4 +    :
It is not known if there is any Type I lattice with minimum norm 4 for dimensions
34 and 35.
 n= 36:
36 (q) = 1 + 42840q
4 + 1916928q5 +    ;
S36 (q) = 960q
3 + 3799296q5 +    :
An optimal unimodular lattice is known (cf. [18]).
Question: Construct a shadow-optimal lattice for dimensions 29, 30, 33 and 36.
4.2. Extended lattices
Here we investigate unimodular lattices constructed from shadow-optimal lattices by
the extension methods (Corollary 3). We remark that the dimension of unimodular
lattices constructed by these methods is congruent to 0 (mod 4).
By Corollary 3, 28-dimensional optimal Type I lattices are constructed from shadow
optimal lattices in dimensions 26 and 27, respectively.
The minimum norm of the shadow of shadow-optimal lattices in dimension 28 is 3,
thus we have the following:
Proposition 2. Extremal Type II lattices in dimension 32 are constructed from the
36 shadow-optimal lattices in dimension 28 by Corollary 3.
We do not know if the 36 extremal Type II lattices in dimension 32 are new.
Similarly, a 32-dimensional extremal Type II lattice is constructed from shadow-optimal
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lattices in dimensions 29, 30 and 31 if such lattices exist. However, it is not known if
such a lattice exists for dimensions 29 and 30.
It was shown in [11] that there are exactly ve Type I lattices with minimum norm
4 in dimension 32. The minimum norm of the shadow of the lattices is 2. Thus a
36-dimensional Type I lattice with minimum norm 3 is constructed from the lattices by
Corollary 3, however the existence of a Type I lattice with minimum norm 4 is known.
For dimensions 33 and 35, if there is a shadow-optimal lattice then a 36-dimensional
optimal Type I lattice can be constructed by the extension methods.
Dimension 34 is an interesting situation. The minimum norm of the shadow of a
shadow-optimal lattice is 10=4. Thus, no optimal Type I lattice in dimension 36 is
constructed from such a shadow-optimal lattice by Corollary 3. It might be possible
for a Type I lattice L to exist with the following theta series:
L(q) = 1 + 816q3 + 56916q4 +    ;
S(q) = 765952q18=4 + 274489344q26=4 +    :
L is not optimal but if L exists then a 36-dimensional optimal Type I lattice can be
constructed by the extension method.
5. Shadow codes and shadow lattices
Recently there has been interest in self-dual codes over nite rings, especially, the
ring Z2k of integers modulo 2k [1]. Interesting connections with such codes and uni-
modular lattices have been found. In this section we show the similarity between
shadows of unimodular lattices and self-dual codes over Z2k . In particular, we show
that the Euclidean weight of any vector in the shadow of a self-dual code of length
n over Z2k is kn=2 (mod 4k). Some results for shadows of Type I codes over F2 and
Z4 are generalized to those of Type I codes over Z2k . The shadows for binary Type I
codes were introduced by Conway and Sloane [8]. Shadow codes over Z4 were studied
in [13].
We begin with denitions used throughout this section. A linear code C of length n
over Z2k is an additive subgroup of Zn2k . An element of C is called a codeword of C.
The Euclidean weight wtE(x) of a vector x=(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) is
Pn
i=1 minfx2i ; (2k−xi)2g.
The minimum Euclidean weight dE of C is the smallest Euclidean weight among all
non-zero codewords of C. The dual code C? of C is dened as C? = fx2Zn2k j x 
y= 0 for all y2Cg, where x  y= x1y1 +   + xnyn (mod 2k) for x= (x1; : : : ; xn) and
y = (y1; : : : ; yn). C is self-dual if C = C?. Type II codes over Z2k are dened as a
self-dual code with Euclidean weights divisible by 4k [1]. Self-dual codes which are
not Type II are said to be Type I.
Recently the notion of shadows for Type I codes over Z2k has been introduced in
[1]. Let C?0 =C0 [C2 [C1 [C3, where C0 is the set of codewords of C of Euclidean
weights divisible by 4k, and dene the shadow S of a Type I code C = C0 [ C2 as
S = C1 [ C3.
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Theorem 4 (Bannai et al. [1]). If C is a self-dual code of length n over Z2k ; then the
lattice
(C) =
1p
2k
fC + 2kZng; (C Zn);
is an n-dimensional unimodular lattice. The minimum norm is minf2k; dE=2kg where
dE is the minimum Euclidean weight of C. Moreover; if C is Type II then the lattice
(C) is a Type II lattice.
This is called Construction A2k .
Lemma 4. Let C be a Type I code over Z2k and (C) the Type I lattice constructed
by Theorem 4. Then
(C)j = (Cj)
for j = 0; 2 and up to labeling
(C)j = (Cj)
for j = 1; 3.
Proof. Since the Euclidean weight of C0 is congruent to 0 (mod 4k), the vectors of
(C0) have even norms. It turns out that (C)j = (Cj) for j = 0 and 2.
As a consequence we have that the image of the shadow of the code is the shadow
of the lattice.
Lemma 5. The glue group ((C)0)=(C)0 of (C) is isomorphic to the glue group
C?0 =C0 of C.
Combined with Lemma 1, we have the following.
Proposition 3. Suppose that C is a Type I code of length n over Z2k .
(1) If n is even then the glue group of C is the Klein group.
(2) If n is odd then the glue group of C is the cyclic group of order 4.
Proof. Let L be a Type I lattice with the subset L0 consisting vectors of even norms.
By Lemma 1 the glue group of L0 is the Klein group if n is even and the cyclic group
if n is even.
Let v be a vector in Znk . The image of the this vector under  is (v) =
(1=
p
2k)fv + 2kZng. One of the elements of this set is (1=p2k)v. The norm of
this element is (1=
p
2k)v  (1=p2k)v = (1=2k)(v  v). Suppose that (1=p2k)v is in
the shadow S of the lattice (equivalently that v is in the shadow of the code). By
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Theorem 1, the norm of vectors of S is congruent to n=4 (mod 2). Thus (1=2k)(v v) 
n=4 (mod 2). It turns out that
1
2k
(v  v) = n
4
+ 2r for some integer r;
v  v= 2kn
4
+ 4kr for some integer r
 kn
2
(mod 4k):
Therefore we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. The Euclidean weight of any vector in the shadow of a self-dual code of
length n over Z2k is congruent to kn=2 (mod 4k).
Remark. For the case k = 1 and 2, this theorem was proved in [8,13], respectively.
Assume C1 and C3 have been labeled so that (Ci)=(C)i. Let vi 2Ci and vj 2Cj.
We have that vi  vj  0 (mod 2k) if and only if (1=
p
2k)vi  (1=
p
2k)vj is an integer.
Hence vi and vj are orthogonal in Z2k i (1=
p
2k)vi and (1=
p
2k)vj are orthogonal.
The orthogonality relations among Li’s for a Type I lattice L were determined in
Section 3. Therefore, we determine the orthogonality relations among the Ci’s.
Theorem 6. Suppose that C is a self-dual code over Z2k of length n.
(1) If n  0 and 2 (mod 4) then Tables 4 and 5 hold; respectively; where the symbol
? in position (i; j) means that x  y  0 (mod 2k) for any vector x2Ci and any
vector y2Cj; and the symbol =? means that x  y  k (mod 2k) for any vector
x2Ci and any vector y2Cj.
(2) If n  1 (mod 2) then Table 6 holds; where the symbol ? in position (i; j) means
that x  y  0 (mod 2k) for any vector x2Ci and any vector y2Cj; and the
symbol =? means that x  y 6 0 (mod 2k) for any vector x2Ci and any vector
y2Cj.
Remark. For the case k = 1 and 2, the above theorem was proved in [7] and [13],
respectively.
Table 4
Orthogonality relations for n  0 (mod 4)
C0 C1 C2 C3
C0 ? ? ? ?
C1 ? ? =? =?
C2 ? =? ? =?
C3 ? =? =? ?
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Table 5
Orthogonality Relations for n  2 (mod 4)
C0 C1 C2 C3
C0 ? ? ? ?
C1 ? =? =? ?
C2 ? =? ? =?
C3 ? ? =? =?
Table 6
Orthogonality relations for n  1 (mod 2)
C0 C1 C2 C3
C0 ? ? ? ?
C1 ? =? =? =?
C2 ? =? ? =?
C3 ? =? =? =?
6. Shadow-optimal codes over Z4
Binary shadow-optimal self-dual codes were introduced in [12]. In this section, the
notion is applied to self-dual codes over Z4. By Lemma 4, these codes are closely
related to shadow-optimal lattices.
6.1. Shadow-optimal codes
A Type II code over Z4 exists of length n if and only if n  0 (mod 8). The minimum
Euclidean weight dE of a Type II code of length n is bounded by dE68([n=24] + 1),
and a Type II code with dE =8([n=24]+1) is called extremal [5]. A Type I code over
Z4 with highest minimum Euclidean weight among all Type I codes of that length is
called Euclidean-optimal [17].
Denition. A Euclidean-optimal Type I code is shadow-optimal if the minimum
Euclidean weight of its shadow is highest among all Euclidean-optimal Type I codes
of that length.
Since all optimal unimodular lattices have been classied in dimension n628, we
consider only shadow-optimal codes of length 296n640. In Table 7, we list the high-
est possible minimum Euclidean weight dE(n) and highest minimum Euclidean weight
sE(n) of the shadow among all self-dual codes with minimum Euclidean weight dE(n).
We determine dE(n) in the table using the following easy lemma and we determine
the shadow-optimal codes using Theorem 3:4 in [13] except n=32 (see Proposition 5
for n= 32).
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Table 7
Shadow-optimal codes over Z4
n 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
dE(n) 12 12 12 16 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
sE(n) 13 14 15 8 17 10 11 12 13 14 15 24
Lemma 6. Let n be the highest minimum norm among all n-dimensional unimodular
lattices. Suppose that n64 then the highest minimum Euclidean weight is less than
or equal to 4n.
Proof. The unimodular lattice constructed from a self-dual code with minimum
Euclidean weight dE by Construction A4 has minimum norm minf4; dE=4g.
Subtracting is a well-known construction of self-dual codes over a nite eld. We
apply this to self-dual codes over Z4 as follows. Coordinates of a code over Z4 are
divided into the three conditions: (1) consisting 0; 1; 2; 3, (2) consisting 0; 2, (3) con-
sisting only 0. Let C be a self-dual code of length n such that there is a coordinate
i satisfying the condition (1). For example, any coordinate of a self-dual code with
generator matrix of the form [I; A] satises the condition (1). Then let C0 be the code
f(x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn) j xi (mod 2)  0; x = (x1; : : : ; xn)2Cg:
C0 is called the code obtained from C by subtracting (coordinate i). It is easy to see
that C0 is a self-dual code of length n− 1.
Proposition 4. Let C be an extremal Type II code of length 8n such that there is a
coordinate i satisfying (1); and let C0 be the Type I code of length 8n−1 constructed
from C by subtracting coordinate i; then the minimum Euclidean weights of C0 and
the shadow of C0 are at least 8([8n=24]+ 1)− 4 and 8([8n=24]+ 1)− 1; respectively.
Proof. By this construction, it is easy to see that the minimum Euclidean weight of
C0 is at least 8([8n=24] + 1)− 4. Let
C00 = f(x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn) j xi = 0; x = (x1; : : : ; xn)2Cg
and C02=C
0−C00. Since C is Type II, C00 is the subcode of C consisting the codewords
of C0 with Euclidean weight divisible by eight and C02 is the subset consisting the
codeword with Euclidean weight  4 (mod 8). Let
S 0 = f(x1; : : : ; xi−1; xi+1; : : : ; xn) j xi  1 (mod 2); x = (x1; : : : ; xn)2Cg:
Since C is self-dual, any codeword in C00 is orthogonal to any vector in S
0 and
jS 0j= jC0j. Thus S 0 is the shadow of C0. Moreover, by the construction the minimum
Euclidean weight of S is at least 8([8n=24] + 1)− 1.
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Remark. Of course, if such a Type I code D exists then an extremal Type II code C
can be constructed by the shadow extension in [13], that is, C=f(0; D0); (2; D2); (1; D1);
(3; D3)g.
As examples, we consider Type I codes of lengths 23 and 31. The highest mini-
mum Euclidean weights of an Euclidean-optimal Type I code of length 23 is 12 and
the shadow of such a code has minimum Euclidean weight 15 [13]. Thus any Type
I code constructed by subtracting from an extremal Type II codes of length 24 is
shadow-optimal. Some extremal Type II codes of length 24 are known (see e.g. [15,17])
and at least 30 inequivalent Euclidean-optimal Type I codes of length 23 are known
[17]. The highest minimum Euclidean weights of a shadow-optimal Type I code of
length 31 and its shadow are 12 and 15, respectively (see Table 7). By Proposition 4,
any Type I code of length 31 obtained from an extremal Type II code of length 32
by subtracting is shadow-optimal.
6.2. Related shadow-optimal lattices
Shadow-optimal self-dual codes of length 31 are constructed from an extremal Type
II code of length 32. By Lemma 4, 31-dimensional lattices obtained by Construction
A4 are also shadow-optimal.
By Theorem 3:4 in [13], the highest minimum Euclidean weight of the shadow of
an Euclidean-optimal Type I code of length 32 is 16. Any Type I code of length 32
with minimum Euclidean weight 16 determines an optimal Type I lattice. However,
the minimum norm of the shadow of any 32-dimensional Type I lattice is 2 [11]. By
Lemma 4, the minimum Euclidean weight of the shadow of any optimal Type I code
of length 32 must be 8. Thus we have the following.
Proposition 5. Any Euclidean-optimal Type I code of length 32 is shadow-optimal.
As described above, it is not known if there is a shadow-optimal lattice in
dimensions 29; 30; 33; 34; 35 and 36. From Table 7, if a shadow-optimal code exists
for length n=29; 30; 33; 34; 35 and 36 then Construction A4 determines the above lattice
by Lemma 4. Note that the existence of any optimal Type I lattice in dimensions
34 and 35 is still unknown.
6.3. Long shadows
In [14] Elkies determines a specic class of lattices, namely those with long shadows
and relates them in a natural way to a class of binary codes via Construction A2. As
some of the lattices have odd dimension they are not all reached from the codes in this
manner. Here we shall generalize the results of the paper to codes over Z4 and relate
them to the lattices. It would seem that this is in fact the more natural connection.
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He denes a characteristic vector of an integral lattices as a vector w2L such that
(v; w)  (v; v) (mod 2) for all v2L and proves the following:
Theorem 7 (Elkies [14]). Let L be a unimodular lattice in Rn with no vectors of
norm 1. Then
(1) L has at least 2n(23− n) vectors of norm 2.
(2) Equality holds if and only if L has no characteristic vectors of norm <n− 8:
(3) In that case the number of characteristic vectors of norm exactly n−8 is 2n−11n.
There are three types of codewords over Z4 that have Euclidean weight 8, namely
those vectors v with n2(v)= 0; 1 or 2: If a vector has n2(v)= 0 it produces 1 vector of
norm 2 via Construction A4, namely the point where 1! 12 ; 3! −12 and 0! 0. If a
vector has n2(v) = 1 it produces 2 vectors of norm 2 via Construction A4, namely the
points where 1 and 3 act as the in the rst case and 2 can be either 1. If a vector
has n2(v) = 2 it produces 4 vectors of norm 2 via Construction A4, namely points of
the shape 120n−2.
Note that unlike the binary case the lattice points coming from vectors of Euclidean
weight 8 account for all norm 2 points since no other vector produces norm 2 vectors,
not even the zero vector. For proofs of these one need only apply Proposition 1.
For a code over Z4 let si denote the number of codewords with Euclidean weight
8 such that there are n2(v) = i, or, in other words codewords with Lee composition
(n− 8 + 3i; 8− 4i; i): Then by considering the application of Construction A4 to the a
self-dual code C and applying the previous theorem we have
Theorem 8. Let C be a self-dual code over Z4 of length n with no words of Euclidean
weight 4. Then
(1) s0 + 2s1 + 4s2>2n(23− n).
(2) Equality holds if and only if the shadow of C has no codewords with Euclidean
weight less than 14 (n− 8).
(3) In that case the codewords in the shadow produce 2n−11n points of norm n− 8
in A(S) where S is the shadow of the code.
Proof. The rst and third statements follow from the above discussion. The second
from the fact that the minimum norm of the shadow of the lattice is 14 of the minimum
norm of the characteristic vectors.
Elkies [14] gave a list of unimodular lattices with N1=0 and N2=2n(23−n). In the
list, such lattices in dimension up to 17, and 21; 23, namely E8; D12; E27 ; A15; D
2
8; A11E6; A
7
3
and O23 can be constructed from some self-dual codes over Z4 [4,5,13,16].
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